
What Are Nine Reasons To Use Sleep Specialists?
If you have spent any time finding out about Sleep Specialists in the preceding
weeks, you’ve presumably seen how perplexing it can be.

If bed-time still varies for your newborn, that’s okay, just stay consistent with the
routine whenever you put your baby down. Two- to 3-month old babies can sleep for
five- or six-hour stretches. That said, most 3-month-olds still need a feeding or two
during the night, especially if they're nursing. Don’t worry about keeping the house
silent while your baby sleeps during the day. It is good for them to get used to
sleeping with a certain amount of noise and will help to teach them the difference
between day and night. Daytime is signalled by lots of interaction with you, toys
and play, while night-time is signalled by quiet and dimming of lights. As with any
new skill, practice makes perfect when it comes to getting your baby to fall asleep
after putting her to bed drowsy but awake. Soon enough, you’ll have shown your
little one that she’s more than capable of self-soothing in the crib, and you can
place her there every night with confidence. Once your little one has rolled over or
sat up, a newborn bed just isn’t as safe for them as it once was. Now they can pull
themselves up or roll, there is the danger they can roll out of the bed. Feed and
wind your baby to make sure that they are full and comfortable. Wind pain is often
worse when lying down.

No single approach will work with all babies all the time or even all the time with the
same baby. Don’t persist with a failing experiment. If the “sleep program” isn’t
working for your family, drop it. Develop a nighttime parenting style that works for



you. Babies have different nighttime temperaments and families have varied
lifestyles. Stick with or start your baby bedtime routine — the bath, the feeding, the
story, the lullabies and the cuddles. Also be sure your baby is getting enough sleep
during the day to make up for lost sleep at night, since it’s even harder for an
overtired baby to settle down at night. Having a new baby is one of the most
magical, overwhelming and exhausting experiences in a lifetime. Whilst adapting to
having a little person who relies entirely on you it can be a shock to learn that
actually the phrase “sleep like a baby” maybe isn’t actually the reality of having a
new bundle in your arms. For the first few months of life, baby relies on you to
comfort them and coax them back to sleep whenever they wake. Ultimately, the
goal is to teach baby to self-soothe, so they can fall back asleep on their own. To do
that, you might consider sleep training baby. A sleep expert will be with you every
step of the way, guiding you on how best to find a solution to your sleep concerns,
whether its Sleep Regression or one of an untold number of other things.

Make Healthy Sleep A Priority
It can take several weeks, even months before your baby is sleeping through the
night and being more awake during the day. In the meantime, there are a number
of strategies you can employ to help your baby get into the habit of sleeping at
night and being awake during the day. At birth babies don’t distinguish between
night and day and this awareness develops gradually within a few weeks and is
established by two months. We all hear stories about babies who sleep through and
are no trouble at all. But the vast majority of wee ones are up during the night. Most
parents are in the same boat. It is important to look after yourself. A lack of sleep
isn’t easy for anyone. You should treat crying during the last hours before the baby
starts her day exactly as you would at any other point during the night: Give the
baby three to five minutes to calm down on her own before going into the nursery
to assist, and then leave the room once things settle down. Just because the baby is
awake before the end of the twelve hours does not mean the baby gets to leave the
crib. Otherwise, the baby, not the parent, is setting the schedule. Think about it,
while in your stomach, the baby’s “bed” was in constant movement, rocking him
gently back to sleep. Food supply also never stopped. Quite different from a steady,
roomy crib and no food for many hours. There are multiple approaches to Ferber
Method and a sleep expert will help you choose one that is right for you and your
family.

You're not wrecking night sleep by letting naps be a little more haphazard in the
first six months. Most babies don't start developing a real nap schedule until 5 or 6
months, and even then, some nappers will put up a fight and others will be way
more flexible about napping on the go. As your baby gets older, if you find yourself
having to go into the room to check on them for every noise you hear through the
monitor, you may find your continuous in and out may be what is disrupting your
baby and not the noises they make. Remember, babies do fuss and cry a little even
in their sleep, so it is not always a necessary reason to go into them straight away.
Do not let your baby sleep while lying on their tummy. Babies who sleep on their
tummies have a higher risk of cot death. You can give your baby some ‘tummy
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time’ when they are awake. For the first six months your baby needs you nearby –
so put them down to sleep in the same room as you, both day and night, in a Moses
basket or a cot. Every child is unique, so keeping track of your child’s sleep and
watching for signs of tiredness will help you pinpoint specific nap times that work
best for your child. Generally speaking, though, the best time for a nap is likely to
be mid to late morning and early afternoon. Whether its something specific like 
Sleep Training or really anything baby sleep related, a baby sleep consultant can
guide you to find a sleep solution as individual as your baby is.

Putting Your Baby Down To Bed
Even though you may not yet be able to feel baby’s teeth, teething discomfort may
start as early as three months and continue off and on all the way through the two-
year molars. A wet bed sheet under baby’s head, a drool rash on the cheeks and
chin, swollen and tender gums, and a slight fever are telltale clues that teething is
the nighttime culprit. Young infants up to 6 months tend to sleep on and off around
the clock, waking every 1–3 hours to eat. As they near 4 months of age, sleep
rhythms become more set. Most babies sleep 9–12 hours at night, usually with an
interruption for feeding, and have 2–3 daytime naps lasting about 30 minutes to 2
hours each. The important thing to keep in mind is the total number of hours your
little one is sleeping. The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) recommends that
babies ages 4 to 12 months sleep 12 to 16 hours every 24 hours, including naps.
The National Sleep Foundation says babies ages 4 to 11 months should sleep 12 to
15 hours over 24 hours, including naps. If your baby wakes up during the night
while you’re room-sharing, it’s fine to assure your little one that everything’s okay,
but have a plan in place as to how (and how often) you’ll respond to her cries. Many
parents will have been slept on their tummies as babies, as that was the advice
before 1991. However, research has since shown that the chance of SIDS is much
higher when a baby is placed on their front to sleep. A sleep consultant will take a
holistic approach to create a sleeping system that you can manage and one which
takes into account How To Become A Sleep Consultant as well as the needs of the
baby and considerations of each family member.

Give baby plenty of tummy time and room to practice moving her arms and legs.
Whatever activity your baby likes is great for burning energy and prepping her for a
solid night of snoozing later. Finally, don’t ditch naps. Napping enough during the
day helps her sleep better and longer at night. Newborns have little tummies which
means they eat more often; and if they are going through a growth spurt, your
newborn may feed even more often. Put your baby to bed when they're drowsy, not
asleep. This is a tall order, but master the timing and both you and your baby will
rest easier. Babies who drift off on their own are more likely to learn to soothe
themselves to sleep. Expect factors such as illness or a change in routine to disrupt
your baby’s sleep. Developmental milestones, including pulling to a standing and
crawling, may also temporarily disrupt sleep. Babies’ sleep patterns change as they
get older and fall into a routine. Every baby is different. Moreover, premature babies
(preemies) may behave consistently with babies of a younger age based on how
early they were born. Experts call this an adjusted or corrected age. If you need
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guidance on 4 Month Sleep Regression then let a sleep consultant support you in
unlocking your child's potential, with their gentle, empathetic approach to sleep.

A Baby Must Adapt To The Existing Family
All babies are unique and all have their own individual feeding needs. It’s not
unusual for a baby to want a night feed for the first three months at least because
their tummies are so tiny that they need to feed during the day and night in order
to take in enough milk. Before trying any sleep-inducing program, you be the judge.
Run these schemes through your inner sensitivity before trying them on your baby,
especially if they involve leaving your baby alone to cry. Would you go back to sleep
if you found yourself on the floor instead of in your bed waking up in the middle of
the night? Probably not. The same thing goes for a baby. If you like to sleep on your
right side, chances are, your baby will too. So try the right side; if he is cranky, try
the other side. What about trying a different blanket? Some babies will sleep only
on their stomachs, despite the “back to sleep” campaign. From about 8 months,
babies often go through a phase of separation anxiety as they grapple with the
concept that if you’re not there, it means you’ve gone! Try to stick to what you
normally do. If they have trouble settling, always go back in because it will reassure
them, but try not to pick them up. Instead gently stroke their face/pat her and say,
‘shhh, time for sleep. Night night’. Keep it quiet, calm and reassuring, gradually
increasing the time between visits. For Sleep Consultant Training Course guidance it
may be useful to enlist the services of a sleep consultant.

British researchers reported that most bed-sharing babies had their mouths and
noses covered with bedding at some time during the night. A third of the sleeping
moms also accidentally rested an arm or leg on their babies. The number one cause
of night wakings in babies is a feed-sleep association. How would you feel if you fell
asleep on your pillow and woke up in the middle of the desert – you might scream
too! Well, the more you feed your child to sleep, the more they need food to fall
asleep, anytime they wake up. Allow time for frequent naps throughout the day to
support their night-time sleep, and consider implementing a regular bedtime
routine to help them wind down beforehand. This can include a bath, baby
massage, and gently changing them into their sleepwear as lullabies or white noise
play gently in the background for added ambience. You can discover extra details
on the topic of Sleep Specialists in this Wikipedia article.
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